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To cope with the drastically changing business environment, enterprises are becom-
ing strongly focused on ways to achieve speed-oriented management, improve
management efficiency, and reduce costs, even at their system development sites.
To help them achieve these goals, IT is becoming more open and is expanding its
range of applications.  For example, Fujitsu has developed configuration management
models that target not only conventional library management areas, but also linkages
with other management areas and areas of system specifications.  We are currently
verifying the effectiveness of these models in individual business fields.  We regard
problem-solving methods for configuration management as configuration manage-
ment solutions.  This paper describes the configuration management models we have
developed that standardize these solutions and problem-solving methods by using
configuration management solutions.

1. Introduction
In today’s business environment, internation-

al competition has intensified due to globalization
and the removal of borders.  In this situation, a
faster pace of business, higher management
efficiency, and lower costs are essential require-
ments for establishing a differentiation strategy
that secures competitive superiority.  To meet
these requirements, Fujitsu’s system integration
(SI) division must speed up its system develop-
ment and reduce its costs, and it is a shared
mission between the customer and Fujitsu to
quickly construct and operate stable, high-quali-
ty information technology (IT) systems with
functions that meet requirements.  In tandem with
these business environment changes, IT has been
moving in the open-source direction, and its tech-
nology area has become broader and more
complicated.  Against this backdrop, it has become

necessary to do the following in project manage-
ment at system development sites for large-scale
business systems:
1) Initiate projects without clarifying require-

ment specifications in short-term projects
2) Respond to continuous specification chang-

es and continue pursuing differentiation
achieved by IT

3) Support the distributed, parallel, and con-
gested developments that have become usual
for open systems

4) Handle a geometrically increasing number of
components in object-oriented developments

5) Support complicated software implementa-
tion structures caused by the incomplete
definition of software structures peculiar to
open-system languages
In configuration management, the require-

ments in 4) and 5) have added to broader and more
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severe challenges.
In some cases, these challenges in configu-

ration management have necessitated the
implementation of extremely expensive “human
wave” tactics, and the risks involved in develop-
ing large-scale, open mission-critical systems are
becoming increasingly higher.

Therefore, to respond to these challenges,
Fujitsu has built a configuration management
model as a solution for configuration management
and has been verifying it in various business fields.

This paper defines what requirements are
needed in configuration management and
proposes a configuration management model for
overcoming various challenges.  In the Conclusion,
the current status and the future developments
of the configuration management model are
described

2. Concept of configuration
management and
requirements for its realization
Prior to modeling configuration manage-

ment, its basic concept is defined as the life-cycle
management (LCM) of incidents.  In other words,
configuration management in a broad sense is
defined to ensure the resources derived from inci-

dents are organized as services.  Figure 1 shows
the conceptual scheme.

In today’s SI business model, where speed,
high efficiency, and high quality are required at
the same time, the requirements for realizing the
concept of configuration management described
above are as follows.
1) In complex system development, multiple

incidents are congested (a state in which
incidents occur one after another before the
current incident is completed), simultaneous
parallel developments are ongoing, and the
development period is short.  In this type of
development, configuration management
must be adaptable to changes, always in
control, and able to detect changes and
quickly respond to them.

2) To optimize project development work in
various models, methods, and environments
for development, configuration management
must, based on the characteristics of each
project, ensure applicability so that the
development process is consistent and the
development style is adaptable.

3) Configuration management must realize
functions for prompting the project leader to
make quick decisions.
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Concept of configuration management: life-cycle management of incident management.
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3. Challenges in configuration
management
The following challenges must be overcome

to realize good configuration management.
1) Early development of a configuration

management plan consistent with the project
plan
To provide tolerance for changes and grow-

ing complexity and retain applicability for a
variety of development styles, the configuration
management plan must be integrated with the
project plan in the planning phase of SI.  Also, it
is necessary to set up, as early as possible, config-
uration management functions for achieving
overall optimization that considers the system
development style, organizational planning,
estimates, and other factors.
2) Clarification of configuration management

areas
In today’s short-term developments, for

example, object-oriented development dealing
with complex components, management organi-
zations of multiple areas must cooperate with each
other to clarify the overall scope of configuration
management.
3) Structural model specifications and stan-

dardization of open software
In large-scale SI, where orders for goods from

affiliated companies may be issued in the design
phase, various development styles brought about
by loosely structured open-system languages tend
to result in disunited and disordered software
structures due to differences among development
cultures.  This tendency leads to a notable reduc-
tion in management efficiency.  For this reason, it is
necessary to specify strict software structural mod-
els and integrate them through standardization.
4) Realization of powerful tools covering all the

areas in LCM
In order to perform high-quality, efficient

configuration management in short-term, congest-
ed system developments, it is essential to
construct a configuration management system
that consistently supports each LCM area from

the initial design of the system to the maintenance
area and the traditional library management area.

4. Configuration management
model to overcome challenges
To overcome the challenges, we developed a

configuration management model based on the
following standardized policies.

4.1 Early development of configuration
management plan

1) Process modeling of management areas
By defining the “Plan-Do-Check-Act” process

as a process model in planning and operating
configuration management, a clear roadmap to
high-precision, early development of plans and
appropriate operation can be created.
2) Development of configuration management

plan templates
We have developed templates for a configu-

ration management plan that follows the area
definition of our configuration management solu-
tion.  The templates consist of the following items
that conform to policies advocated by the IT In-
frastructure Library (ITIL)1) and conform to the
configuration management plan made public as
an internal standard.
• The objective and achievement goal of con-

figuration management
• Target areas for management and definition

of applicable areas
• Organizational model for configuration

management
• Definition of work breakdown structure

(WBS)
• Development policy of configuration manage-

ment plan
• Identification and tracking of specification

clarity
• Instructions for handling the archive and

cabinet
• Staff training materials

These templates improve completeness when
adding areas applicable to the solution of the plan
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and can be reused to improve efficiency for early
development of the plan.

4.2 Clarification of scope definition in
configuration management
By applying the concept of scope manage-

ment, configuration management is clarified with
the following three scope definitions.
1) Clear definition of management areas in

light of the target areas and the applicable
areas (scope definition 1: management area
definition)
The concepts of the area definition of config-

uration management are as follows (Figure 2):
• To clarify which areas are management

targets in the configuration management
plan, we defined three target areas of
configuration management: applications,
infrastructure, and the development and test
environment.

• By counterpoising the applicable areas of

configuration management in the project
management area against the SDAS devel-
opment system, we have developed a model
in which each phase of the project plan; esti-
mates and organizational plan; design,
development, and testing; and LCM/applica-
tion portfolio management (APM) is mapped
in the plan.

2) Clarification of the solution areas in config-
uration management (scope definition 2:
solution area definition)
We defined each configuration management

process in each area (e.g., business planning,
design, production, testing, and LCM/APM) in
WBS and clearly specified the solution areas in
configuration management that require risk con-
trol in the planning and operational phase as a
solution map.

Part of the solution map is shown in
Figure 3.
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Definition area of configuration management.
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3) Development of a checklist for configuration
management (scope definition 3: verification
of the scope)
To enable an objective and quantitative as-

sessment of whether configuration management
of a process is properly planned, operated, and
maintained, we developed a checklist.  In contrast
with the WBS area defined in the previous sec-
tion, this list makes it possible to calculate validity
scores in the planning, design and development,

and LCM/APM phases.  It can be used by a third
party to monitor whether the operational quality
and efficiency are established and maintained
(i.e., perform configuration audits).

4.3 Tree diagram (tree structure) modeling
of software structure
Mission-critical open systems still have a

large amount of application software and software
implementation logic (e.g., classes and methods)
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Migration Waterfall
• Existing system
  configuration
  examination/analysis
• Decision on inheritance
  function range
• Decision on areas for 

management

• Review basic requirements for system in terms of application design, architecture design, and environment design to determine the target area
  [Viewpoint] Safety, reliability, performance, operation, manipulation, business inheritance range, and new business construction area
• Control, identification, record, and verification control (management) of documents developed in design process
• Control, identification, record, and verification control (management) of documents such as plans and debriefing reports, etc. developed in test process
• Control, identification, record, and verification control (management) of productions in production process
• Control, identification, record, and verification control (management) of specified software including definitions in infrastructure area
• Control, identification, record, and verification control (management) of information such as hardware, P/P, software, definitions, etc. in definition environment construction

• Identification of determined/undetermined specifications
       Business unit for function inheritance
       Business unit for function addition and change
       Business unit for additional construction
       Specification of core for each of the above

• Decision on classification of objects for management in each area in 
accordance with system development style. 
(Application, infrastructure environment)
       Development model: waterfall, prototype, migration, reuse 
       Style: distributed, congested, parallel development       
       (support for multiple environments)
       Scale: parent organization, development scale
       Development method: Java/EJB, B2S frame, CAA, SDAS...

• Configuration management plan development
       Plan development that can respond at proper speed consistent
       with master plan and event, considering the application,
       infrastructure, and environment construction area (migration, test)
• Reflection to operating procedure
• Document folder system design
• Software folder system design
• Rules of nomenclature, consistency with coding rules

• Estimates/organizational design
       System development style and software structure, and system
       Structural design of configuration management group in
       organizational model corresponding to the scale
       Role definition of verification and acceptance as 
       configuration management
       a [establishment and control authorization of
            CCO (acceptance), CMO (verification), SCB (shipment),
           Gr Unit CM (quality verification)]

• In the development standard and code, what to define in configuration management execution is not described (not decided). 
  　aSet the code and criteria in project planning.

        Storage structure for uniform management
        Handling assets of the same name
        Handling assets that are not required
        Migration to integration compile environment
• The criteria for accepting deliveries from other companies are not specified. a Set the code and criteria in project planning.
• Scheduling of organizational works in the test process for items is not determined. a Develop plans in project planning.
• Facilities and environments for congested developments (one incident after another) are lacking. a Develop plans considering them in project planning.
• Information-sharing infrastructures a Develop plans considering them in project planning.
• Configuration management operation is difficult due to delayed schedule of development and testing.
  a Design plans consistent with the master schedule and events.

• Grasping the pervasion and observation of the code is difficult. a Criteria that suit the project are also needed,
  e.g., presentation of essential conditions before charging works and conditions in implementation.

• Configuration management does not fit open system developments. a What is different from the legacy?
• Management targets are not clear in operational environments. a Arrange targets and target areas in terms of organization.
  a Include in templates in planning.

• Insufficient recognition of configuration management. Management requirements are not clear.
  a Create and arrange deployment effects in each phase and  work. a Include in templates in planning.
• Problems and challenges in the project are not grasped. a Establish problem and challenge management to maintain consistency with master schedule.
• Left to persons in charge, and there is no overall management. a Organizational design.
• Criteria to shift between processes are not specified. a Set criteria and code in project planning.

• Grasp of specification clarity status
(tracking down non-clarity)

•  When the specification is determined, verify the identification unit quality in terms of certainty and completeness,
       e.g., verification via business unit system model figure.

• Design process synchronization (design/implementation)
       Specification change, design change, failure sheet information reflection management
       Control of synchronization of change between generations (version, congestion, inheritance)
       Control of simultaneous multiple parallel developments
       Control of test quality measurement units
       Synchronized control of master plan and event schedules (shift to next process, test plan, release plan, etc.)
• Layer definition by 5-layer tree structure
• Definition of business unit model
• Integration of software directory configuration and software configuration definition as a whole system considering 
  every process between design and implementation
• Decomposition definition of intensive design area/distributed design area by judging the functional properties　 

• Management of target resources
       Grasp of identification unit (software configuration unit) and
       control of incompatible units based on the plan

• Management consistency with test quality
       Grasp of configuration unit based 
       on the plan

• Verification status management
       Grasp of configuration unit based on the plan 
       (configuration, items, and status)

• Control of acceptance and shipment
       Identification of configuration units and
       shipment control based on plans
       Shipment according to proper quantity of
       distribution to allow for speedy response

• Grasp and identify development completion status
  Quality in terms of relevance, identification
  unit/layer, physical/functional identification, and
  certainty/completeness
• Contents with availability and usable knowledge

• Review and Application of tool functions defined in areas for management/applicable areas/management function areas
       with functions to meet requests (short-term delivery, high quality, safety tolerance and applicability in system development). Availability.
       Able to operate in combination with alternative technology.
       Having information links to the schedule, quality management, progress management, change management, and failure management related to the item (incident in view of configuration management)
       Having asset association.
       Having viewpoints in irregular management (checks, warnings, etc.) at the implementation site.

Configuration identification of
  existing system
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Figure 3
Example of solution map.
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peculiar to object-oriented languages that often
fail to represent business layers as business sys-
tems.  This can significantly reduce efficiency and
quality in congested developments and highlights
the importance of starting maintenance in the
development phase.  To solve this problem, focus-
ing on the fact that the software structure of a
large-scale business system is consistent with the
organizational structure of the customer, we have
defined and simplified the software structure as
a five-layer tree-structure model and specified the
storage structure of design documents and soft-
ware materials as a five-layer folder model
(Figure 4).  By defining and identifying what is
managed with a consistent tree structure regard-
less of the development style, information about
the configuration, for example, its current
status, can be identified for software change
management.

4.4 Planning and design development of
CMDB-centered configuration
management system
When constructing a configuration manage-

ment database (CMDB) advocated by ITIL, it must
conform to the style of application.  We therefore
based our database model on the following.
1) Interoperation (improved applicability) with

other configuration management product
groups, including configuration management
support tools developed by Fujitsu, by
normalizing the configuration management
components in the database and including a
more standardized application program
interface (API).

2) Tolerance for speed-focused development
without clear specifications by making a
database of complicated management
components to identify and keep track of the
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clarity of the specifications in the design doc-
ument and software.

3) Close management cooperation with other
project management areas such as process
management, change management, and
quality management for short-term, congest-
ed development by using an inter-database
interface.

5. Effect of configuration
management model and future
development
In response to request for system develop-

ments with more complexity and less-clarified
specifications caused by the need for differentia-
tion and competitive superiority, we set the
following objectives for the configuration manage-
ment model approach described above.
1) Early development of the plan in order to

clarify the configuration management risk at
an early stage

2) Consistency with the system structured
design that is central to system construction

3) Providing overall optimized services to
development life-cycle management through
modeling of the management process
To ensure that the configuration manage-

ment model does not remain a mere desk plan,
we have been verifying its efficacy in field
activities.

5.1 Operation of configuration
management WG by highly skilled
staff
When developing this model, we consulted

with 12 configuration management experts who
have profound experience in overall project man-
agement (8 of these experts have been working in
the WG for the last 10 months).  By reviewing the
configuration model repeatedly during these
consultations, we realized our configuration
management concept and improved the precision
of documents, tools, and other items.

5.2 Verification of feasibility in model
project
We verified the feasibility of our configura-

tion management model by auditing the
management status at project sites based on the
configuration management checklist described in
this paper.  There are currently few applications
of this model; however, we have already obtained
statistically significant differences that indicate
its efficacy in the verification process.

Therefore, we have concluded that significant
differences can be verified, which indicates that
the rationalization of management work based on
the configuration management model leads to the
promotion of efficiency in system management and
operation.  Further verifications will be performed
to improve the precision of the model.

5.3 Collection and reflection of opinions
from highly skilled architects
Through the present WG activities, we dis-

closed our model internally and then collected
opinions from highly skilled architects and reflect-
ed their opinions in our study of configuration
management.

5.4 Interoperation with other configuration
management-related products
developed by Fujitsu by
inter-organizational cooperation
The groups in charge of the development and

application promotion of the configuration man-
agement tool product SIMPLIA/SC-Manager2) and
an incident management ASP system developed
by Fujitsu participated in this WG.  We have
reviewed the product interoperation with CMDB
described above.  We are planning to use our APM
service to develop models and tools for configura-
tion management.  These models and tools will
have a greater impact on quality in interopera-
tion from incident management to configuration
management, even for new development projects.
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6. Conclusion
This paper described the challenges for

configuration management based on today’s
architecture change, and introduced a configura-
tion management model that Fujitsu has
developed as a solution.

This model has been incorporated into the
SDAS management system, allowing for organic
interoperation with other software configuration
management tools developed by Fujitsu.

We hope this paper will help you develop your
own configuration management solutions.
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